
. Emmett L. Bennett Jr, 
Department of Classics, 
YALE UNIVE~SITY. 

47 Highpoint, 
North Hi l l, 
Highgate, 
LONDON, N.6. 

20 April 1949 . 

Dea.r Mr B'ennett, 
Thank you very much indeed for 70U~ letter. I am very glad that 

you approve, in a general sense, of the.m:thods use~ in my 'Index:. I 
am rather consc~ous of working with def1c1ent mater~al, and of belng, 
i~ any case only a 'spare time scholar': ,bu t I though~ 'it would not 
queer your ;itch -too much to confine trlYself to a study of the "Art mate-
rial. 

I have great confidence in your own a~d Dr Kober's handling of the 
Pylos and Knossos ftBft material, and I look forward to seeing it all as
sembled "(though I don't k~ow to what extent Myres' SCRIPTA MINOA 2 w~ll 
have profited from the good infl uence). In these cir cumstanoes, I th1nk 
for any of us outsiders to put out any more original work until the whole 
material is published will only introduce further confusion. 

At any rate, the letters and artioles which have oome in in kind 
response to IllY" • Index' will keep me busy for some time,- catching up on 
the existing background of work and theor,y. Before we ~come , on to those, 

' I suppose we had better grapple with the stati.stics question. 
Our methods seem to be generally s:i.milar" except ,in two main re

spects:-
1) Your distinction between a count by words and one by occurrences. 

I think it is quite proper to h~ve both, for the record. But I have 
only dealt with the former, because as far as I can see the latter 
adds a further and more ~npredicztable factor to the frequencies. 
Onemay assume that in ~he same batch of tablets a set of identical 
groups refers either to the name of the same person or place, or to 
the same item of vocab~lary. If it recurs often, the resulting sign
frequencies are due to an administ~ative acoident, and no longer re-

flect, even if shakily, the average distribution of syll~bles in the 
language or name-list. ' 
InCidentally, I have been ,shy of using "words" to mean "sign-groups", 

because I can't find another word to apply to 'items of vocabulary'. 
In so far as "~ords" in this narrower sense occur, like as-ac ,they 
ought, I s~ppose, to be excluded from the count whenever they can be 
identified as such, because, if most~ of the groups are a.ssumed to be 
names, then any freCl,U1l!lcy counts ought to be directed at spe.cifically 
exploring the peculiarities of names. 

2) The' fact that you eliminate i"-values in the case of al ternative readingS, 
doubtful signs, doubtful , length and doubtful division. 

Between the in~dex itself and the frequency table w.e evidently have to 
make use of a. 'secondary index', in both our cases, in which the 
rating of the various a1 ternatives 'is p.roposed. As far as this stage 
goes, our procedures are similar, and it is in the manipulation that 
we differ slightly. Let me give an ,example, based more or less on the 
beginning of the Hagia Triadha indexl-

ad: 

INDEX SECONDARY INDEX 
ab---- -----:... Ca b-xx-xx 
ab-an-eg __ --- ,ab-xx 
ab-an-ij , ab-an-eg 
ab-ar /- r- ab~a.n-ij 
ab-ay-ij 2.CX-ab~an-ij 
ab-ay-ij ab-ar 
ab-ay-ij 
ab-az-ab 
ab-eg 
ab-eg 

~x-ab-ar 
\ aa-ar-xx 
xx-ab-ar-xx 

-ab-ay-ij 
ab-ay-ij-xx 

M in e You r s 
Complete Incomplete Word Occurrenc. 

101 
! cut 

1 ' I I 
.l. 
i 
I 
~ 

! 
4 

t 
1 

cut 

1 

1 
1 

cut 
1 
cut 
cut 
cut 
1 
3 
cut 



ab-az-a.b 
ab-eg 

ad-ab-eg 

1 
1 

cut 

1 
1 

2-19 ~v 49 
6 
7 
cut 

The original table of mine had 2 entries, one the total of units 
from complete groups, the other the total of fractional values. These 
were then added together in the published form. 

The fractional values are made necessar,y, apart from (A) alternative 
readings and doubtful signs (which might be all treated as xx ,as you 
suggest, without affecting t~e frequency figures), by (B) the fact that all 
my frequencies have been plotted, in the first instance, as occurrences in 
groups of definite length. I have therefore in ea.ch case had from inspection 
to tr,y and fix fractions which allow for the most probable length. 

I gather that in -- ab-ar /- your rules would require t he group 
to be treated as ~-ab-ar-Ar • This means that, in any frequency count, it 
~i1l be counted as a 4-ldtter word (of which the probability is only about 
i) and ab will not get any credit as an initial (for which the probability 
is about t). The frequency table should, by addition, be our source for the 
relative proportions of groups of different length; and taking our 2 inter
pretations of the index above we get:-

Groups. Syllables. 
Yours: 6 19 
Mine: 7 20.5 

Average length. 
3.3 
2.9 

That is to say, your groups come out longer than, in my opinion, the pro
bamility calls for. 

In fact, for the Pylos and -Knossos mat~rial ~o great divergence would 
probably occur, and it is the "Ate spelling which is pesponsible for most of the Ci 

complication. Unless you can see the end of the line before, at RT, you can 
never be 100% certain that the first sign in a line really is an initial. 

At the moment, then, our manipulations of the 'secondary index' are:-
Mine: Fractionalise length and alternative signs on the basis of estimated 

probabilit.y; count up complete and certain unit totals in one column, 
fractions in another. _ 

- Tours: Take {fie longest alternative in each set; treat all doubtful signs 
as xx; all values at unity. 

My ohly c~iticism of your method is that as soon as frequencies by 
2Psition are plotted one must treat E! (illegible or al t ernative) an~ 

as two different things. The compromise I would suggest is to retain 
xx for the first category, and to include in it all signs not absolutely 
certain; and to use, for the 2nd categor.y, uncertainties of length and 
position, the following notation in the 'secondar,y index':-

ab -12 . 
01- ab-ar -01 etc. 

indicating that in the first case alternatives must be plotted with either 
1 or 2 additional letters; In the se60nd that either 0 or 1 additional let
ters must be assumed before and after (ie. 4 combinations). If in the first 
case two additional letters are more probable by far, write: 

ab -(1)2 
and count ab-xx at 1/3 and ab-xx-xx at 2/3. It may sound EBther 
tedious to plot fractional values, but in practice it is quite straightQ 
forward if you adopt a notation to enter into the relevant boxes:-

• = 1 uni t 

o 

+ 
v 

t unit 
1/3 unit 
i unit 
1/5 unit, or something of the sort. 

In adding up overall frequencies (ie. not by position), the values for 
each sign of course Jo~n up to unity again. 

The 'compromise' form of 'secondary index' would then be as fol
lows, in which provision is made f~r fractional scoring, and in which the 
by occurrence scoring is identical with that in the table you give: 
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Secondary index. Score by word. By occurrence. 

ab 
ab-an-eg 

0(1)- ab-an-ij 

-12 1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 01- ab-ar -01 1 

-6(1) 
1 
cut 
1 

i) 
6 

ab-ay-ij 
ab-ay-ij 
ab-az-ab 
ab-eg 

ad--gb-eg 
1 
cut ~ ) 

The doubtful initial and final extensions would be plotted in the 
same columns on the frequency table as the xx's from doubtful signs, as 
you already do. 

If ab-an-ij had had 4 occurrences, then the plotting table 
would look like this:-

ab 
an 
ij 
xx 

BY WORD BY OCCURRENCE 
1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 Tot 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 Tot 

0 0 1 n~ 0 0 

4 0 00 

~ 0 1 0000 - 4-0000 00 

0 0 1 

__ 
DO 

4-0 0 000 00 

0 .3 00 

1. '3 ()O 

The only other way of dealing with words of uncertain length, it 
seems to me, is to exclude them from the count altogether. 

Your example of a disyllabic table seems very handy. I have only 
2 comments:-
1) I hope that the values will be given, eventually, as percen~ages 

or permille's of the total points scored, for purposes of compari
son . 

2) 

ab-ac 
ac-af 

Though the figures for ~ ( and, in disyllabic counts, the disyllables 
into which ~ enter~, must be reckoned in when calculating the ave
rage length of words, they should, I believe, be excluded from the , 
total of points scored, on which the percentages are based. The assump
tion is that the xx's contain known signs in something like their 
usual proportions,and to treat .!!. as a separate letter will reduce 
the percentages of the known signs to a 'figure below their xeasonable 
estimate. 
The table seems to take no account of the positions of the disyllables 

themselves, which in studying name-structure must be rather importnat. 
It may be too space-consuming to publish the fuller form (which for 
the £mrmx~mMxmKE±±mM example you give would take the following form:) 

3-4 3-4 
1-2 
173 

1-2 2-3 1-2 2-3 4-5 Total 
~17'7"::1----=-17r=-3 0 7 4 3 III 

1/1 1/1 
ad-ab 1/1 1/1 
ad-ad 1/1 1/1 
af-ab l/a 0/4 1/7 
af-a..8: _________ _ ___________ lL2 ________ _ 1t2 _ _ . 

but I hope that some such may be available, and form a connecting link 
between the index itself and the condenses form. If my remarks on 
fractionalising the 'secondary index' are relevant, then exactly the 
same procedure must apply here. 
I agree with most of, what you say about the 'pseudo-syllabic' trans

cription. I am perhaps rather to blame in adding a private domestic expedi
ent to the general mass of alternative signaries. I was forced to develop 
something of the kind in order to make my card index, and in order tomake 
the duplicating of the material possible. I agree with what you say about 
mixing "A" and "B". I thought that I was being over-skeptical in denying 
any concordances which Myres' and Carratelli don't agree between themselves 
on, but I see one can very well carry skepsis even further. 
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Inoidentally, I must apologi,e for 3 mi~prints 
their way into the i ndex, and upset th ordert-

hieh have 

ab-ub- z-av 
n-aj 

il- ad-ac 

248. . 4 
*T 97 . 4 

HT 117a.. 9 

for 
for 
for 

ad-ub- z- ~ 

n- j 
il-ab-ac 

Th y might be taken as an example o~ the danger of usinff yll bIes! 
But they're probably less likely to happ n tham i th numbers f . or . i th 
indistinotly dra\\'n chal"aoters . 

I vel;;' much look forward to the resul ts of the \1Ii'Ork you, lfi s Rob r 
& Mr TIl gen are doing on the aignar.y , and , standing eo much furth r fro 
th souroes of th material , it would be ,chur1 ish of m not to cep t 
anyltlhin you ma.y propose in drawing up the '.b io ~ll b ries '. 

I:i s Kober mention d to me , that he hop d· on d to work out n 
order which folIo ad the u e of the i s, but I didn't fo1lo what 
proai ely sh inte'nd d 'by this ·criterion. loan viau li~ 5 po ibl dis-
tinotion :- . 
1) Typolo ,ieal . as ryrea ha don t - alphabetiform letter , plan 

forms , animal ,tools to . I h ve us~d ~!yr Sf 0 drs bing th 
most thorough yet published , but I don't like it. And in the form 
in which he publish d it , hi t bl need lot of ifting out to 
yi Id a plausible syllab ry , partdoularly for 'A'· . 

4
23. ~ Absolute frequency . 

Po ition frequencYI- final , m dial , initial . 
COl'lstwction:- the number of trok s used in the 'sta.ndar t fa 

(as in Chin s ); or the basie framework typ e- lin art qu r , 
round , h t-ehap d ete . 

5) Th t 'syllabic' signs hould b sep rated rom 'i eographio' i 
of 'eour e axiom tic . 

I think t~at any full discus ion of letter Iforms s .lould include 
full diaera. 's of o,!'nstruction patterns , sinoe the,se a.re not s If- vi-

~ - tt-snt- ~roTD line . drawi . s ,- <i- r b-..i9 ~o -thed v.el~ 6",:t; f' let-te--r 
form and the ef~ect on them of dif erent writing materi 1 • 

I h va started doing ome wor~ on this , with th aid of a Bt,ylu 
and a Ci~&tt9 tin full of ' ol~ , but it "i difficult to be Bur 1ithout 
a "full photo5raphio cover with sh pp lighting, and I suppose the ori i
nals ar the only eal answer. 

The Linea~ letter don ' t seem to be exolusively auit~d to ith r 
a clq or a. pel1/brush teohnique , and prsuma.bly th constructions r 
very similar in both medi • I don f t kno to ~h t xtent it m~ b po
sibl to verify the equ noe in a paint d lett r from minute x mina
t1on . 

I had in mind a table suoh as th fo11owingt -

L tter ~orm 9trokos 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 -

+ I t· ±~ 
-

ad (A) 3 

• , 
a1 (B) & 5 ( r\ m 1T\ Ii 
ib (A) yy 6 or 7 \ Y 'Y 'yt ~f r~· [Y. ~t;l.O"'" at) 

10 

I hould also 11k to $ e some propos 1 for a m,thod of so ing more 
o~uratelY the ,prob bility of sign in dif erant y t me being relet d

on visu 1 a.nd constructional 'grounds (apM"t, that iS t from fr qu nay con
sideration ) . - Some tima.t, whi~h must take into aocount construotion 
patterns and wrijing media. hieh can put alternative ~ uivalents in OD 

plausible d cending 0 .d r. I was thinking partioularlY of the Cypr 
'finoan ori.p~ tlU'ld of the 'Cypriot syllabary, :here Daniel em to h ve 
come e. bit unstuok exoept in the mor obvious cases . .he ypri'ot yllab ,;ry 

hows a number of oharaoteri tic crroups sharing the sam fr lork , 
which ar. not imn diat 1y connectable with Lin ar fram works . Perh pte 
a·roup.., hav been tra. po d ccord:ng to mech~nisms w do , t Y tunc er
stand . ' th roe 'milarit e internally , ag b t SAn the vo e1 i':~ 
a.. d b~tw· n the .. - ni J a",/ be du to ~~ cOYlaary d~ h ~ '_ t· at: 01:. , ... 1 v 
opa'l . 



Another difficulty is that, though one can draw up from various 
sources lists of signs in the Cypriot syllabary, in many cases those 
for a single syllable fall into several divergent types, and more so 
if you include the Carian signs; and "I have not seen any serious stu~ 
dividing up the forms geographically and chronologically, and suggesting 
the order of development . 

I have been reading Georgiev's "VorgriechisGhe Sprachwissenschaft" , 
which makes one sit up a bit owing to his confide.nt and well-documented 
tone; but I find it rather hard to believe that the "Prehellenic linguis
tic unity" is in fact due to ;his nea.r-Greek "Illyriantt element; or that 
Etruscan can be considered as a direct descendent of this 'echtindoger
manisch' language . The best one can do is to let him have a crack at the 
Minoans with the rest; but I have a feeling that, when we can read all 
the Pylos and Knossos names, we shall be hard put to it to find a Indo
European etymology for them all. 

I'd be very interested ,to have your views, or SUspl.cJ.ons, on the 
k ind of language that lies behind ' nossos and Pylos, and to know whether 
you expect the dissimilari tie,s in "Alf and "B" to be due to a fundamental 
difference in language, or only to context and spelling. 

Sundwall and I have beep discussing the interesting P~~os inscrip-
tion wi th the formula: tJ J- 'f X t:J + '( I f" ~ •..... " following on 
from his "Thron- und Szepterz,eichenu article . It seems hard not to see 
in this formula something mor'e like a sentence than a mere juxtaposition 
of several proper names (though I don't really agree with his reading of 
~ as an ideograph ' tttempletl

); but as we only know 4 or 5 out of 
the whole Pylos list, it's really rather silly of us ~o come to any de
finite conclusions. But it would be interesting to see if there are any 
more with a similar form, which, to me, suggests ik-ab-ej as an 
adverb and ik-ac-om as a verb . 

Do there seem to be enough "words tf in Pylos to whet our appetite? 
Agia Triadha is dispppointing in this respect, though the other ItA" 
material would be promising if not bedevilled by careless writing and 
punctuation. I suppose tt,'l,,' ad- ac is certain enough :, what do you 
susp ot its function to be? " I mistrust Sundwall's comparison with 
b ali o's , and his sugges~ed meaning "white (of 1animals)", which 
doesn't seem to fit in awfully well with the way it's used . 

Only today I read a write-up in THE TIMES of Bossert ' s work on 
the Karatepe HE-Phoenician bilingual, which rightly stresses its im
portanoe . It goes on to forecast a renewed attack on the other local IE 
languages, suoh as ~cian, and ends: 'According to Prof . Bossert, the 
knowledge of Hittite hieroglyphs may help in mm. deciphering even the 
Minoan scrip~ of Crete' . 

But from what Bossert says eleewhere, I don't think he's of the 
more militant HFoz~ faction that will insist a priori on explaining 
everything Minoan fromK a Hittite or Luish point of view. The HH syl
labary, with values as suggested by Bos~ert and Steinherr , doesn't seem 
to have any point of contact with the Cypriote syllabary, and a formar
oonnexion with the Linear syllabaries looks rather unlikely. 

On the other hand, when I saw Peruzzi in December he was rather 
struck by a connexion between the inhabitants of Karatepe-Adana (the 
Danuna) and the Dan a 0 it • I didn't quite gather whether he meant 
to imply that the HH language itself, or a part of it, had done some 
sort of circle from Anatolia through the Aegean (Crete?) and back to 
Cilicia. 

I'm afraid I haven't seen your "Preliminaries to the publication 
of the Pylos tabletsft; has it come out in AJA? If so, I can probably 
get hold of it . 

My letter seems to have come out longer than yours, but I won ' t 
be too apolagetio, because I never know a letter on this subject to 
work out at less than 4 pages ! 

Yours sincerely, 
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